
are determined by visual inspection of the images. Next,
the findings are matched to diagnostic criteria associated
with differentprobabilitylevels of pulmonaryembolism to
categorize the scan as normal, low, intermediate or high
probability.

Several sets of diagnostic criteria have been established,
including those of Biello et al. (1,2), McNeil (3) and the
Nuclear Medicine Working Group of the Prospective In
vestigation of Pulmonary Embolism Diagnosis (PIOPED)
study (1,4). These criteriause the size, shape and number
of defects seen on the perfusionimages andthe presence of
matchingventilation and chest radiographicabnormalities
to categorize scans. The criteria are designed to provide
uniform interpretation of scans using prescribed algo
rithms. Unfortunately, significant variation occurs in V/Q
interpretation among individual human observers, even
when identical sets of rules are used (5). Variationsin V/Q
scan interpretationcould be reducedby creatinga diagnos
tic system that extracts purely objective data and uni
formly applies diagnostic criteria. An expert system is such
a system.

An expert system is designed to emulate human knowl
edge and decision-makingprocesses. This is accomplished
by using a set of heuristicallyderived rules from a human
expert that are applied to the data in question. This process
provides standardization of observations and decisions.

Over the last 3 yr. an expert system was developed that
emulates the techniques used to interpretV/Q scans visu
ally. The program determines the presence of perfusion
defects, theirsize, the anatomicsegments involved and the
numberof each size of perfusion defect. It then compares
the perfusion defect data to the ventilation scan data to
determine whether a V/Q mismatch exists. Finally, the
data are evaluated using a set of rules based on the modi
fled Biello et al. (1,2) criteria to categorize the scans as
normal to low, intermediate or high probability. To the
authors' knowledge, this is the first expert system devel
oped for the analysis and interpretationof V/Q scans.

MATERlAI@SAND MErHODS

Patient Selection
All V/Q scans performed at the University of Utah Nuclear

MedicineDivisionover a 6-mo period were digitized.Patients

M expert system was developedthat interpretsven@bon-per
fusion lung scans.The use of such scans for suspectedpulmo
naryembolismisidealforcomputer-asatsteddIagnoSisbyexpert
systems. The data are digftal, only a atngle disease enthy is
diagnosed or exduded, and Watt-eStabliSheddiagnosticcriteria
atreadyedstforvisualinterpretationthatcanbeeaSilyintegrated
into an expert system. Methods: This expert system is divided
into two modules. The first module is responSiblefor image
anatysis.Analysiswas performedon the eightstandardperfu
sionimagesandon atngle-breath,equilibriumand3-mmwash
outventilationimages.Eachimagewasanatyzedfor the pros
onceof regionalperfusionor ventilationdefects,as determined
by pixelvatuesthatfell 2.2 s.d.beiowthe mean(orabovethe
meaninthecaseofwashoutimages)comparedwithadatabase
ofnorrnatstudies.Thedefectsize,segmentinvolvedandnum
barofdefectsweredetermined.VentilatiOnandperfuSionim
ageswerethencomparedto determinewhetherdefectswere
matchedor mismatched.Thesecondprogrammoduleapplied
themOdifiedBiello'sciltenatothedataandCategOriZedthescan
as normalto low,intermediateor highprobability.Results:A
totatof80 pa@entswereprospectivatystudied.An81%(65of80)
correlationwasobtainedwhenthe resultsof the expertsystem
werecomparedwithvisualinterpretationsmadebythreeexpe
nencednudearmedicinephysicians.Conclusion:This study
showsthattheinterpretationofvenbiation-perfusionlungscans
byanexpertsystemispossible.Thetechniqueholdstheprom
iseof reducinginterobservervariabilityandassistinglessexpe
noticedobserversin the interpretationof suchscans.

Key Words: venhilation-perlusionscanning;expertsystems;
computer anatyats; pulmonaty embolism; artificial intelligence
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adionucide ventilation-perfusion(V/Q)lung scanning
is the primary imaging modality used to evaluate patients
with suspected pulmonary embolism. V/Q scans are usu
ally interpretedby humanobservers in two steps. First, the
size and number of perfusion defects that are mismatched
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were excluded from the study if they were unable to complete a
standard â€˜33Xeventilationstudy, which included single-breath,
equilibriumandwashout images, or if all eight standardperfusion
images could not be obtained. Patients were also excluded if chest

radiographic abnormalities were present that would affect the
classification of the V/Q scan.

Imaging Parameters
All images were obtained on a Picker 4/15 large-field-of-view

gamma camera using a general all-purpose parallel-hole collimator
(Picker Intl., Bedford Heights, OH). The camera used 61 photo
multiplier tubes and a 0.25-inch thick NaI(11) crystal. A 20%
energy window centered at the 81-keV energy peak of â€˜33Xewas
used during ventilation imaging; a 20% energy window was cen
tered at the 140-keV energy peak of @Tcduringperfusion im
aging. The V/Q images were saved digitally in a 64 x 64 word
format.

Ventilation images were obtained in the posterior projection
using 10mCiof 133Xe.A 100,000-countsingle-breathimageduring
maximal inspiration was followed by a 300,000-count equilibrium
image. Subsequently, washout images were obtained at 30-sec
intervals for 6 mm. The single-breath, equilibrium and 3-mm
washoutimageswereextractedforcomputeranalysis.

Perfusionimageswereobtainedfollowingthe intravenousad
ministration of3 mCi of@â€•Tcmacroaggregated albumin. Imaging
was performedin theposterior,anterior,leftandrightposterior
oblique,left andrightanteriorobliqueandleft andrightlateral
projections. The posteriorimagewas obtainedfor an information
density(ID)of3000@,the remaining images were acquired for time.

Program Specifics
An expert system consistingof two moduleswas written in the

computer language C on a Sun SPARC 2 workstation running
SunOSversion4.1(SunMicrosystemsInc.,MountainView,CA),
a BSD version 4.3 compliantversion of UNIX. The graphicuser
interfacewas createdusingversion 11, release4, of the X Window
system.

The firstprogrammoduleextractedfeaturesfromthe images
and analyzed the abnormalities.This requiredstandardizingthe
imageswith respect to size and shape. Correctionfor anatomic
variation was necessary to allow a comparison of the patient's
imageswitha compositenormalfile.

To performanatomiccorrection,templatesof lunganatomy
were createdfor all imagingprojections.These anatomictem
plates representedthe idealizedsize andshape of the lungand the
segmental anatomy for each projection.

Images fromeach projectionwere subsequentlystretchedonto
the appropriateanatomictemplate. First, the edge ofeach lungon
the patient imageswas determinedby manualoutline. If a periph
cml perfusion defect was present, the operator approximated the
location of the lung border by continuing the outline over the
defect. The amount of user interaction required was similar to that
of commerciallyavailablecomputer-assisteddiagnosticprograms
used in nuclearcardiology.

To be certain the manualoutliningwas reproduciblebetween
operators, 10studieswere processedby two differentoperators.
Theconsistencyof theprogram'sfinaldiagnosiswas evaluated.

Tomaptheimageontothetemplate,a nonlinearstretchof the
original image was performed. A plane-to-plane nonlinear map
ping of images, referred to as a spatial warping function, was
previouslydescribed(6). The spatialwarpingfunctionis modeled
using nth order polynomials in which the coefficients of each

polynomialare estimated by selecting pairs of control points
within each image.

This nonlinearstretch method first determinedthe center of
mass ofboth the original image and the template to which it would
be mapped. Subsequently, a radial stretch was performed, as
outlinedsubsequently.

Both the original image of the lung and the template can be
described by the radial curves

I(r, 0) = 0 (originalimage),

T(r, 0) = 0 (template),

Eq.1

Eq.2

where O(x,y) = atan (y/x) and r(x, y) = Vx@+ y@.
For a givenpixel in the templatep = (xe,yj = (r,, Oj, the

correspondingvalue in the originalimage is given as

/1'
p(x1,y,) = (_)P(x@@y), Eq.3

where@ is definedas thestretchingfactoras determinedby

rt
sx,y = Eq.4

Theactualpixelvaluemappedto thetemplateis theweighted
averageofthe correspondingpixelvaluesfromtheoriginalimage.

Next, the patient's images were compared with a normal data
base. The database consisted of 21 V/Q scans that had been
interpretedas normalby three independentnuclearmedicinephy
sicians. The mean and s.d. were established for each pixel in all
V/Qimagesaftertheimageshadbeenstretchedontotheanatomic
template. A value of 2.2 s.d. below the mean was defined as
abnormal(in the case of the 3-rainventilationwashout image, this
valuewas definedas 2.2 s.d. abovethe mean).Thisvaluewas
empirically found to give the best trade-off between sensitivity
and specificity.

To identifyV/Q defects withinthe images,a pixel-to-pixel
comparisonwas madebetweeneachstretchedpatientimageand
thecompositenormalfile.Absolutecountsperpixelwereused.
The pixel-by-pixelanalysisproduceda mapthatdelineatedthe
location of any pixels with counts below 2.2 s.d. These pixels
were thensubmittedto a clusteringcriterion,whichrequiredat
least two adjacentabnormalpixels to be present for an individual
pixelto be classifiedas abnormal.In addition,a minimumsize
criterionof fivecontiguousabnormalpixelswas requiredbefore
anareawas flaggedas abnormal.

Defects were sized according to the number of contiguous
abnormalpixels.Smalldefectsweredefinedas beingless than30
abnormalpixels,moderatedefectswere between30 and90 ab
normalpixels andlargedefectswere greaterthan90 abnormal
pixels.Theselimitswereappliedto allsegments.If a defectwas
seen on more than one view, it was sized accordingto its largest
representation.

Ventilationabnormalitieswere detected in the same manneras
perfusion defects, except for the washout images; these were
analyzed for areas of activity more than 2.2 s.d. above the mean.

The locationof the abnormalpixels in the stretchedpatient
imageswas comparedwith the anatomictemplatefor that viewto
determine the specific lung segments involved. Defects were
countedonlyonceif theyinvolvedthesamesegmenton multiple
views;thispreventedovercountingof defects.

wQimageswereanalyzedseparately.Directcomparisonof
maps of V/Q abnormalities was performed to determine whether
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InterpretationbyexpertsystemNormal

tolowIntermediateHigh@ftyprobabMftyprobabilityInterpretation

ofNormal to lowprobability4265three
nudear

medicine
physiciansHigh probability08 03 13

TABLE I
Results

a perfusion defect was matched or mismatched. This could be
performedonly on the posteriorimagesbecauseventilationim
ages are obtained in this one projectionwith standardVIQimag
ing.

To determinewhethera V/Qmismatchwas present,thepos
tenorperfusionimagewas independentlycomparedwitheachof
the threeventilationimagesanalyzed(single-breath,equilibrium
and 3-mn washout images). If the overlap of V/Q abnormalities
was less than50%of the perfusiondefect'ssize, thedefectwas
classifiedas beingmismatchedto ventilation.

Thesecondprogrammodulecontainedthe modifiedBielloet
al. (1,2) criteriafor diagnosingpulmonaryembolism. Here, data
derived from the features extraction module were evaluated using
the Bielloet al.'s (1,2) criteriato arriveat a probabilityforpal
monasy embolism. The results were categorized as normal to low,
intermediateor high probabilityfor pulmonaryembolism.

Inadditionto thecategoryof pulmonaryembolism(e.g., high
probability), the program displayed the original images, the
stretched profile of each image, a set of images with a graphic
overlayof abnormalsegments,thenumberof eachsizeof perfu
sion defect andwhetherthe defects were matchedor mismatched.

To determinetheaccuracyof theexpertsysteminclassifying
V/Qscans, the resultsof thecomputerprogramwerecompared
withthoseof humanexperts.AIIWQscansenteredintothestudy
were interpretedvisuallyby threeexperiencednuclearmedicine
physiciansusingthe modifiedBielloet al. (1,2)criteria.Incasesin
whichscaninterpretationdifferedbetweenobservers,a consen
sus was obtained.

RESULTS
A total of 80 patients who met the patient selection

criteria were entered into the study over a 6-mo period. Of
these, 55 studies were visually interpretedas either normal
or low probability, 12 as intermediateprobabilityand 13 as
high probability.

A comparison of the expert system's diagnoses with
human experts' visual diagnoses is shown in Table 1. An
81% (65 of 80) correlation rate was achieved between the
expert system and human observers. In general, the pro
gram tended to overestimate the probability of pulmonary
embolism (14 of 80, 18%).Underestimation occurred in a
single case (1%).

Ten V/Q scans were processed by two differentopera
tors. The expert system's finaldiagnosis was the same for
both operators in all 10 cases.

Examples of outputs of the programare shown in Fig
ures 1 and 2.
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DISCUSSION

Scott et al. (5) studied the variability in the visual inter
pretationof V/Q scans by physicians. These investigators
found a definite variation in interpretive patterns and ac
curacy among multiple readers of V/Q scans, despite each
reader's attempt to adhere to the same diagnostic algo
rithm. Deviations from standard interpretive patterns were
associated with diminished diagnostic accuracy. Thus,
even when a well-established interpretiveschema is used,
variations exist in implementation among human observ
ers.

FIGURE I. Outputscreenof the V/Q expertsystem.The left
verticalcolumnof imagesare the rawImages.The secondvertical
column of images are the stretched Images. The third vertical col
umnshowsperfusbnandventilationdefectsidentifiedbytheexpert
system.Thetext indicatesthe numberof matchedandmlematched
defectsandthe probabilityof pulmonaryembolismusingthe moth
fledBielloatat.criteria
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FIGURE 2. EnlargedvleWOftheleftantedOrObik@Ue(LAO)image
setfromthe outputscreen ofa high probabilityscan. On the left isthe
rawimage.Inthemiddleisthestretchedimageoftheleftlungonly.
Ontheiightisa mapoftheabnormalperfualontotheapicalregion
of the lungthatwas identifiedby the expertsystem.

The use of an expert system for image interpretation
could significantly reduce interobservervariability by ob
jectively analyzing images and uniformly applying diagnos
tic algorithms. In addition, an expert system like the one
described here could assist less experienced observers in
the visual interpretationof V/Q scans.

To the authors' knowledge, there has only been one
other fully implemented expert system in nuclear medi
cine. That program,developed by Ezquerra et al. (7) was
a modification of the bull's-eye programfor the diagnosis
or exclusion of coronary arterydisease on @Â°â€˜Tlscans orig
inally created by Garcia et al. (8). V/Q imaging for pulmo
nary embolism is especially well suited to computer-as
sisted diagnosis by an expert system because the visual
diagnosis is based on a series of widely accepted rules or
criteria. Thus, the diagnostic algorithm is easily defined.

Expert systems are designed to emulate the knowledge
base and decision-making processes of humans in a nar
rowly defined domain (9, 10). A set of heuristically derived
rules is used to arrive at a decision. Expert systems are
often divided into three majorparts:the knowledge base, a
set of decision rules and the inference engine.

The knowledge base is a special database that contains
the accumulated body of knowledge, i.e., the facts and
rules that experts in a particular field would possess. The
decision rules are the criteria used to make the decisions.
The inference engine processes the given input against the
decision rules and facts of the knowledge base to derive
conclusions or inferences. Decision rules can either con
tahi firm antecedents with subsequent conclusions, or they
can be based on â€œfuzzyâ€•logic that allows the use of
probabilisticrules and observations.

In this system, the knowledge base consisted of two
parts: a database that contained a composite ofnormal V/Q
scans and a feature extraction module that defined the
existence of a defect, its size and its segmental anatomy.
The decision rules consisted of computer-coded Biello et
al. (1,2) criteria.The inference engine appliedthese criteria
to the output of the features extraction module to make a
final diagnosis.

One of the primarydifferences in developing an expert
system for nuclearmedicine comparedwith one in internal
medicine is that, for scan interpretation, the images first
must be analyzed and the features extracted. This adds a

significant amount of complexity to expert systems de
signed for imagingcomparedwith expert systems in other
medical fields. For example, in internal medicine, the phys
ical examination and laboratory data are acquired by a
human observer and then entered into the programmanu
ally. The image analysis and feature extraction module
were much more difficult to create here than the module
that developed the final diagnosis.

A differentpotential approach to the computer-assisted
diagnosis of V/Q scans is the use of neuralnetworks. Neu
ral networks, or paralleldistributedprocessors, are signif
icantly different from traditional artificial intelligence appli
cations; they use a nonalgonthmic approach (9â€”12).This
approach offers an advantage in cases in which there is a
lack of well-defined rules or significantphysiologic varia
tion occurs.

Neural networks attemptto model the brain'sbiology by
using computational units or neurons that are intercon
nected by weighted links. Information in the network is
stored within these interconnections. Learning occurs
through a series of training sets that cause an adjustment of
the values of the links, thus mimickingsynaptic changes in
biologic systems.

Neural networks have been applied to a few areas of
diagnostic radiology. Within nuclear medicine, there has
been only limited application of neural networks. These
include the evaluation of planar @Â°â€˜Tlimages and the diag
nosis of Alzheimer's disease on PET brain scans (13,14).
Recently, an artificial neural network was constructed for
the interpretationof V/Q scans that accepted as input the
visual observations of nuclear medicine physicians, such
as the presence, numberand size ofperfusion defects (15).
A neural network created by the authors analyzes actual
images and categorizes V/Q scans, although, as yet, it can
categorize scans into only two classifications (low or high
probability)(16).

In our study, we chose to use an expert system for the
computer-assisted diagnosis of V/Q scans because the in
terpretation of these images by humans follows a set of
well-described rules (i.e., it is algorithmic in nature). Al
though there are various sets of diagnostic criteria for in
terpreting V/Q scans, an expert system can be modified
relatively easily to use different diagnostic algorithms.
Thus, althoughfor the purposes of this study the modified
Biello Ct al. (1,2) criteria were used, other diagnostic
schemes, such as the PIOPED criteria, could have easily
been applied. In fact, it would be possible to modify this
programto allow the user to choose a diagnostic scheme
from several differentsets of diagnostic criteria.

The results of this expert system are easy for a physician
to understandandconfirmbecause the programreaches its
decisions in a manner similar to that of a human expert.
The size, number and location of perfusion defects and
whether they are matched or mismatched are graphically
displayed by the program;the rule used to make the final
categorization can also be displayed. Thus, a physician can
visually review the images and the diagnostic algorithm to
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determine whether the visual diagnosis should be altered.
This is an advantage over neural networks, which in gen
eral, do not give data as to how a particularclassification
was made.

This expert system was designed to interpret V/Q scans
in a manner similar to that of human observers, with two
exceptions. First, patients were not evaluated with chest
radiographic abnormalities. To classify these patients' V/Q
scans, the relative size of the infiltrateon the chest radio
graph must be compared with the size of the perfusion defect
on the lung scan. This would requirea digitalchest radio
graph, which is not readily available, then construction of a
second computer-assisted diagnosis program to determine
the presenceof an infiltrateon the chest radiograph,to size it
andto comparethe infiltrate'ssize on the chest radiographto
the relative size of the perfusion defect on the V/Q scan.
Developing such a program would be a major undertaking.

A second variation of this expert system from a visual
interpretationis the numberof probabilitycategories used.
The normaland low probabilitycategories were combined.
This was necessary because this programfrequentlyfound
a few abnormalpixels, even on scans visually read as nor
mal. Combiningthese two categoriescan be supportedfrom
an interpretativestandpoint.A low-probabilityscan, exclud
ingpatientswith chest radiographicabnormalities,has only
a 4.8% probability of pulmonary embolism, using the
modified Biello et al. (1,2) criteria. Thus, a normal to low
probability scan has a 95% probability of the patient not
having pulmonary embolism. Second, data show patients
with low-probabilityscans have an excellent prognosis.Lee
et al. (17) followed 99 patients with low-probabilityV/Q
scans for 6 mo; the patientswere not treatedwith anticoag
ulants.None ofthe patientshadevidenceofrecurrentthrom
boembolism or died of a thromboembolic event.

Most of the program'serrors resulted in falsely overes
timating the probability of pulmonary embolism. These
errors in classification were primarily the result of two
factors. Some cases interpreted as low probabilityby vi
sual inspection were found to have diffusely abnormalper
fusion scans by the expert system because of increased
soft-tissue attenuation from obesity and technical factors
(an ID of 3000 was not always possible in all emergency
scans). Increased soft-tissue attenuation and variations
from the imaging protocol have both been described as
causing false-positive results with cardiac computer-as
sisted diagnostic programs.

The second source of errorwas the result of the tech
mque used to determinewhether a V/Q matchor mismatch
was present. A directcomparisonof perfusiondefects with
ventilation could be performed only on the posterior im
ages. Thus, perfusion defects that involved segments not
visible on the posterior perfusion image were always con
sidered to be unmatched. This falsely increased the prob
ability of pulmonary embolism. Performing oblique wash
out images in addition to posterior images might reduce
these errors by providing information about ventilatory
abnormalitiesin more anteriorlung segments.

Several other factors could decrease the program's ac
curacy. A potential error is the manual outlining technique.
Automatic edge detection techniques are widely used in
cardiac blood pool studies (18 19). These are based on the
second derivative of the counts; the maximal rate of
change in counts is defined as the edge of the ventricle.
This technique would work for completely normal lung
images. However, in patients with pulmonary embolism,
there may be peripheraldefects. In fact, centrally occur
ring defects surrounded by normally perfused lung, the
so-called stripe sign, are unlikely to represent pulmonary
emboli (20). An automatedprogramwould assign the prox
imal borderof a peripheralperfusion defect as the normal
lung edge; thus, the true extent of the lung would be un
derestimated. Previous researchers have advocated using a
contour line drawnat 18%of maximumcounts per pixel to
produce a reliable boundary around the lung (21). Unfor
tunately, the same problem with peripheral defects also
exists for this technique.

For these reasons, a manual technique was chosen to
outline the lungs. Because lung outlining is an operator
dependent process, variations can occur in defining the
lungedge. However, two operatorsoutlined the lungsof 10
patientswhose scans had a variety of abnormalitiesin this
study; there was no difference between operators in the
program's classification of the scans. Similar reproducibil
ity in manual outlining has been shown with cardiac corn
puter-assisted diagnostic programs (8,22). Manual outlin
ing might not be necessary if a transmission image using a

@â€œTcsheet source was performed. However, transmission
imaging would be time consuming because it would have to
be performedon all eight standardprojections and itwould
increase the radiation burden to the patient. For these
reasons, the authors did not think that transmission images
were practical.

Variation in patient positioning during imaging could
also lead to errors. Although there are eight standardpo
sitions for lung perfusion imaging, as described previously,
it is not always possible to obtain these at exactly the same
angle in every patient. For example, the patient may be
immobilized with an orthopedic device or may be unre
sponsive. Imprecise positioning could either hide a defect
or falsely create one.

A perfusion defect may be present on multipleviews of
a perfusion scan. When the images are stretched onto the
anatomic template, the stretch may cause a misregistration
of the defect into differentpulmonary segments on some
views. The program would incorrectly count the single
defect twice. This could falsely increase the probability of
pulmonary embolism.

Several programvariables were empirically set. These
included the lower limit of normal of 2.2 s.d. for pixel
counts, the clustering criteria of two adjacent abnormal
pixels and the number of pixels used to classify defects as
small, moderate or large in size. However, the use of
empiric values in computer-assisted diagnostic programs is
well documented in the literature;computer-assisted pro
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grams for diagnosing coronary artery disease on cardiac
perfusion studies, such as the bull's-eye program and Ce
dars-Sinai program, use empirically derived values to dif
ferentiate normal from abnormalmyocardium (8,9,22).

In conclusion, this study showed that the interpretation
of V/Q lung scans by an expert system as an aid to visual
interpretation is feasible. It holds the promise of reducing
interobserver variability and assisting less experienced ob
servers in interpretingWQ scans.
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